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St. Petersburg, Russia

ICAS Awardees 2014
ICAS — Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Award
The Distinguished Lectureship Award is intended to recognise and honour a scientist
or engineer of eminence who in a long and productive career has made a significant
contribution to progress in aeronautics.
Recipient: Sergey Chernyshev, Russia
Citation: In recognition for a lifetime of outstanding contributions to aeronautical
research and technology development in support of defence operations
and industry.

ICAS — Award for Innovation in Aeronautics
It’s purpose is to recognise contributions of an individual or a team in effectively integrating a suite of advanced technologies, combined with new design and/
or manufacturing processes, to create a new aeronautical system with significant
worldwide impact.
Recipient: Michimasa Fujino, Japan
Citation: Mr. Fujino is nominated for pioneering the optimum Over-The-Wing
Engine Mount (OTWEM) configuration and leading the HondaJet team
to develop and produce the aircraft. This unique Over-The-Wing Engine
Mount configuration significantly increases cruise efficiency while maximizes cabin space without increasing the size of the aircraft.

ICAS — Maurice Roy Medal
Its purpose is to honour a person with distinction who has an exceptional record in
fostering international cooperation between scientists by their personal participation
and involvement in aeronautics.
Recipient: Joachim Szodruch, Germany
Citation: For his exceptional record in fostering international cooperation between
scientists by their personal participation and involvement in aeronautics.

ICAS — John McCarthy Student Awards
The Award or Awards, consisting of a certificate and a stipend, will be given to the author (or authors, should
there be more than one who satisfies the qualifying criteria) of the paper the quality of content and presentation of which is judged to be the best or second best of those presented at the Congress.
Recipients: to be announced in the afternoon of 11 September 2014

ICAS — von Karman Award for International Cooperation in Aeronautics
Its purpose is to acknowledge exceptional achievement in international cooperation in the field of aeronautics, being awarded to a project or programme in which two or more countries are major participants
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and which is characterised by substantial technical achievement, scientific or technological advance or benefit to society.
Recipient: Chief Engineers of the nEUROn Programme
Citation:
The nEUROn is the first large size stealth platform designed in Europe which will perform
demonstration flights to validate the insertion in test range airspace, air-to-ground mission,
detection, localization and autonomous reconnaissance of ground targets and air-to-surface
weapon release from an internal bay.

ICAS — John J. Green Award
Its purpose is to honour young persons of distinction who are demonstrating an exceptional record in fostering international cooperation between scientists by their
personal participation and involvement in aeronautics.
Recipient: Adrian Orifici
Citation: In recognition for outstanding activities and intellectual performance in
International Collaboration in the field of aeronautics.

ICAS — Award for Distinguished Service to ICAS
Its purpose is to honour an individual who has made a significant contribution or
provided an exceptional service that helped to advance the vision and goals of ICAS.
Recipient: Cees Bil
Citation: In recognition of his long and exceptional service to ICAS, particularly in
connection with ICAS 2012 in Brisbane.

ICAS — Award for Distinguished Service to ICAS
Its purpose is to honour an individual who has made a significant contribution or
provided an exceptional service that helped to advance the vision and goals of ICAS.
Recipient: Ian Grant
Citation: In recognition of his excellent IT-support of the ICAS proceedings from
2000—2012.

ICAS Honorary Fellows
The ICAS Honorary Fellowship is the highest Service Award that the International Council of the Aeronautical
Science has to offer. The full list of the awardees who have been elected as Honorary Fellows is included in
the ICAS website. Honorary Fellows are members of the Honorary Fellows Advisory Group whose chair is a
voting member of the ICAS Executive Committee.
For the period 2013/2014 the members of the Honorary Fellow Advisory Group were:
Chair of the Honorary Fellow Advisory Group:
Laschka, Boris, Germany
Members of the Honorary Fellow Advisory Group:
Abbink, Fred, The Netherlands
Gustafsson, Anders, Sweden
Bengelink, Ron, USA
Harris, Roy, USA
Carlomagno, Giovanni, Italy
Hefner, Jerry, USA
Dousset, Clement, France
Kobayakawa, Shinya, Japan
Fredriksson, Billy, Sweden
Marec, Jean-Pierre, France
Green, John, United Kingdom
McCarthy, Camille, USA

Petersen, Pete, USA
Poll, Ian, United Kingdom
Staufenbiel, Rolf, Belgium
Sterk, Fred, The Netherlands
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